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Mentoringand Diversity
AVERY, AND PETERZEMSKY*
By SUSAN ATHEY, CHRISTOPHER

We study how diversityevolves at afirm with entry-leveland upper-levelemployees
who vary in ability and "type" (gender or ethnicity). The ability of entry-level
employees is increased by mentoring.An employee receives more mentoringwhen
more upper-levelemployees have the same type. Optimalpromotionsare biased by
type, and this bias mayfavor either the minorityor the majority. We characterize
possible steady states, including a "glass ceiling," where the upper level remains
less diverse than the entry level. A firm may have multiple steady states, whereby
temporaryaffirmative-actionpolicies have a long-run impact. (JEL J71, J41, D20)

The relatedtopicsof workplacediversityandof
biased hiring and promotiondecisions engender
impassioneddiscoursein contemporary
American
society. Some complain that affirmative-action
policies lead firms to discriminateagainstwhite
males.Otherscounterthatthe historicdomination
of managementby white males puts othergroups
at a disadvantage,arguingthatthe underlyingnatureof the workplaceinherentlyfavorsthose who
are from similarbackgroundsas their managers.
They pointto the fact thatin many industriesand
occupations,women and minoritieshave moved
only slowly into upper-levelpositions,despitethe
fact that the labor pool and lower levels of the
workforcehavebeen diversefor some time.' This

phenomenonhas been referredto as the "glass
ceiling."
Some firmshave madeactiveeffortsto reshape
themselves, instituting affirmative-actionprograms and hiringdiversitymanagers.For example, IBM is known for its affirmative-action
program, whereas American Airlines, AT&T,
Colgate-Palmolive Corp., D)uPont Corp., and
Pacific Bell have instituteddiversityprograms.2
Otherfirmsaggressivelyfightexternalconstraints
on theirstaffingdecisions.It is difficultto reconcile this heterogeneityamongfirmswithoutspecifying why firmscare aboutdiversity.
This paper develops a model to analyze the
relationship between the diversity of a firm's
upper level and its internalpromotionpolicies.
We consider the dynamic problem faced by a
firm in choosing which of its lower-level employees to promote as its existing upper-level
workersretire. Employees are characterizedby
an initial ability for upper-level work and by a
type, which can be interpretedas gender, ethnicity, culturalbackground,personalitytype, or
even skill set (e.g., operationsversus marketing
skills for managers,theorists versus empiricists
for academics).We assume that the lower level
is split evenly between two types. We refer to
the type that has most of the upper-level
positions as the "majority"and the othertype as
the "minority."

* Athey: Departmentof Economics, MassachusettsInstituteof Technology, 50 MemorialDrive, Cambridge,MA
02142; Avery: Kennedy School of Government, Harvard
University, Cambridge, MA 02138; Zemsky: INSEAD,
Boulevard de Constance, Fountainbleau Cedex 77305,
France. We thank three anonymous referees for insightful
comments, which greatly improved the paper. We are also
grateful to Jim Baron, Jeremy Bulow, Peter Diamond,
Joshua Gans, Ed Lazear, Michael Kremer, Bill Lovejoy,
Meg Meyer, Bob Marshall,John Roberts, Scott Stem, Bob
Wilson, and seminarparticipantsat Oxford, Stanford,and
Yale Universitiesfor helpful discussions. Any errorsremain
our own. The authorsacknowledge supportfrom the State
Farm Companies Foundation and the National Science
Foundation (Athey, SBR-9631760). Athey and Avery are
also grateful to the Cowles Foundationat Yale for hospitalitv and sunnortwhile this work was being comnleted.
1 Large gaps exist between the
proportionof women at
lower levels and higher levels of large corporations(Ann
Morrisonand Mary Ann Von Glinow, 1990) and law firms
portion of women, Blacks, and Hispanics in "employee"
(Stephen Spurr, 1990), and also to a lesser extent in acapositions than in "supervisor"positions (Donna Rothstein,
demic economics departments(Robin Bartlett, 1997). In
1997).
2
many occupations,the 1980 Census revealed a higher proThe Wall Street Journal (August 9, 1991 p. B 1).
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Employees in our model augmenttheir initial
ability by acquiring specific human capital in
mentoring interactions with upper-level employees. We interpret mentoring broadly, including activities such as informationsharing,
informalteaching, or careeradvice providedby
more senior workers. A critical assumption in
our model is that mentoringis "type-based,"in
that an entry-level employee acquiresmore human capital from mentoringwhen the firm has
more upper-level employees who match her
type.
Type-based mentoringis consistent with evidence from a variety of sources. Psychologists
and sociologists have documentedthat mentoring relationshipswithin firms are more likely to
form between members of the same group.3
Herminia Ibarra (1992) demonstratesthat the
structureof social networks depends on gender
and race. More generally, communication,and
thus mentoring,may be more naturaland more
effective when people share common interests
(such as sports),culturalexperiences, language,
or when people have significantinteractionsin a
communityoutside the workplace.4Type-based
mentoringhas also been highlightedin accounts
of professionalpartnerships.For example, a National Law Journal article5 reported,

Despite women's progress, the partnership ranks are 86.4 percent male. This
puts women at a disadvantage when it
comes to mentoring, the most important
factor in becoming a partner.Often it's
harder for women to find a mentor, because the massive majorityof partnersare
men, and men tend to be more comfort-

3 Raymond Noe (1988) and Morrison and Von Glinow
(1990) review the theory and evidence in favor of typebased mentoring. More recently, George F. Dreher and
Taylor H. Cox (1996) document such differences in a survey of MBA graduates.Rosabeth Kanter's classic (1977)
analysis of gender roles in organizations takes a similar
view, observing that "numbers-proportional representation are important not only because they symbolize the
presence or absence of discriminationbut also because they
have real consequences for performance"(p. 6).
4 In a related set of historical examples, Avner Greif
(1993, 1994) shows that cooperationin tradingrelationships
can at times be more easily sustainedbetween members of
an extended family or community.
5 "Women'sProgressSlows at Top Firms,"May 6, 1996
p. Al.
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able mentoring other men. Rainmaking
and client development-skills typically
learned from a mentor-are keys to partnership.
We show that type-based mentoring has
significant and sometimes complex effects on
optimal promotion policies and on the evolution of diversity at a firm. The direct effect of
type-based mentoring is that entry-level employees of the majority type acquire more
human capital, and thus firms who base promotions solely on ability promote more majority employees. However, since upper-level
diversity affects a firm's profits through the
mentoring of future workers, the optimal policy of a forward-looking firm will generally
involve promoting workers who do not have
the highest ability to influence the evolution
of diversity over time.
Our approachsuggests that observed differences in promotiondecisions result from (i) true
productivitydifferences, which arise (partly)as
a result of a firm's past promotion decisions,
and (ii) what we call bias in promotions,that is,
a decision to pass over some workers with
higher ability as part of a long-term plan to
move to a desired level of diversity. Whereas
much of the political debate about affirmative
action and discriminationcenters on issues of
fairness in the evaluationof individualworkers
at a given point in time, our model suggests that
there are importantefficiencyconsiderations,as
well, in that firms can benefit from considering
today's promotiondecisions as an investmentin
future mentoring.
An important question is whether forwardlooking firms benefit from increasing or

6 Similar claims have been made about the management
consulting industry:"The lack of role models and mentors
who are black is a problem.... [t]he same issues that face
blacks in corporateAmerica-lack of connections, lack of
mentors,and the often-presentglass ceiling-face blacks in
management consulting" (Gautam Prakash, 1995). Similarly, The Wall Street Journal ("WomenMake Strides, But
Men Stay Firmlyin Top CompanyJobs,"March29, 1994 p.
Al), reportingon the effects of culture in large U.S. companies, argued that "as long as the percentages of male
managersremainhigh, the cultureremainsmostly male and,
women say, indifferent or hostile to their advancement.
Women say they are ignored, not taken seriously ... [so]
there is little chance of breakingthroughthe glass ceiling."
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decreasing diversity. In our model, the opportunity cost of a homogeneous upper level is
an inability to take advantage of the scarce
talent of entry-level minority employees.
Since minorities receive relatively little mentoring, even a minority with a very high initial
ability may be passed over in favor of a less
initially able, but better mentored, majority
type. Formally, we show that the scarcer the
initial ability (i.e., the faster the initial ability
of each type of worker diminishes in the
number of that type promoted), the more the
firm shifts the bias toward the minority type.
Consistent with this analysis, the desire to
exploit the talents of an increasingly diverse
labor market is often cited by firms that actively promote workforce diversity.7
In general, we find that the optimal bias
need not favor the minority, even if there are
decreasing returns to having more mentors of
a given type. Because majority employees are
better mentored, their promotion rates can be
higher than those of minorities, leading the
firm to care more about the effective mentoring of majority than minority employees. As a
result, a profit-maximizing firm will bias its
promotions to favor increased diversity only
if there are sufficiently decreasing returns to
mentors of a given type. The extent of decreasing returns required to trigger a bias for
the minority depends on the scarcity of initial
ability, the retirement rate, and the importance of mentoring.
After characterizingthe optimalbias, we consider the effect of type-basedmentoringon the
long-runlevel of diversity.We show that diversity of the upper level converges to a steady
state, which can range from full diversity to
complete homogeneity.Ourmodel can exhibit a

7For example, Business Week("White,Male, and Worried," January31, 1994 pp. 50-55) reportedthat to some
companies, "managingdiversity ... is a competitiveweapon
that helps the company capitalize on its talent pool. The
goal: to create a culture that enables all employees to
contributetheirfull potentialto the company's success. One
way is to groom more qualified women and minorities
throughactive succession planning."Similarly, it has been
claimed that companies use diversity programsto "attract
and retainthe best and the brightest... giving a headstartin
recruiting and managing the workers of tomorrow"(USA
Today, "Setting Diversity's Foundation in the Bottom
Line," by Del Jones, October 15, 1996 p. 4B).
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glass ceiling phenomenon,whereby an initially
homogeneous managementpartiallydiversifies,
but the "invisible barrier"of type-based mentoring stalls the progress of minorities before
the diversityof the upperlevel mirrorsthe lower
level. Although in some cases there may be a
unique long-run level of diversity, type-based
mentoringcan naturallylead to multiple steadystate levels of diversity because the gains of
minoritiesare self-reinforcing.As minorityrepresentation increases in the upper level, the
mentoringdisadvantagefaced by new minority
employees decreases, making it more attractive
to promotethem. As a result, short-runpressure
on a firm to diversify can have long-lasting
impactby moving the firmfrom one steady state
to another.
Our model assumes that the lower level of
the firm is heterogeneous. This assumption
highlights the central trade-off in the model:
homogeneity increases the productivity of
majority mentoring, but imposes an opportunity cost when the firm passes over scarce
minority talent. This model is well suited to
address the empirical question of why the
upper levels of firms remain homogeneous,
even when the lower levels are much more
diverse. However, it remains to consider
when lower-level heterogeneity is consistent
with type-based mentoring. In Section I, we
discuss a variety of (unmodeled) labor-market
frictions that could give rise to such heterogeneity, and in Section V we discuss an extension of the model in which lower-level
diversity is an equilibriunmoutcome.
Our paper differs from previous theoretical
work on discrimination (e.g., Kenneth Arrow,
1973; Stephen Coate and Glenn Loury, 1992;
Bradford Cornell and Ivo Welch, 1996; Asa
Rosen, 1997) in several ways. First, prior
work is best suited for understandingdiscrimination in hiring rather than in promotion
decisions. For example, the assumptions of
incomplete or asymmetric information about
worker abilities that underlies much prior
work are less palatable when an employee has
been with a firm for a long period of time.
Second, prior work does not consider dynamically optimal policies. Finally, most studies
do not unravel the forces that lead to discrimination within a firm, and all prior work deals
with a one-on-one relationship between the
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worker and the firm. None formalizes the idea
that the current diversity of a firm affects the
career paths of new employees.8
An importantpolicy implication in the received literatureis that affirmative-actionpolicies can actually impede the progress of
minoritiesby reinforcingbeliefs that minorities
are less qualified (Coate and Loury, 1992).
Here, we show that affirmativeaction may increase diversity in the long run by inducing the
firm to shift from one steady-statelevel of diversity to another.It is importantto recognize,
however, that our formal analysis involves optimizing behavior without externalities, and
hence there are no inefficiencies. Unless the
social welfare function includes a taste for diversity, our results do not motivate government
constraintson the promotiondecisions of firms,
such as the short-runpressurefor diversityjust
described. Of course, there are a variety of
reasons that a society might care about the diversity of firms. For example, the firms or the
agents responsible for promotions might discount the futureexcessively, perhapsas a result
of agency problems. Further,as we discuss in
Section VI, firms may not internalizethe effect
of theirpromotiondecisions on the incentives of
workers to acquirehuman capital.9
The paperproceeds as follows. We introduce
and discuss the formal model in Section I. Section II characterizeswhen the optimal bias favors diversity or homogeneity. Section III
analyzes how diversity evolves over time. Section IV discusses the empirical implications of
the model and provides comparativestatics results. Sections V and VI discuss two extensions
to the model: a labor market for entry-level
8 Consider,for example, Cornell and Welch (1996) who
study "screeningdiscrimination"where employers are better able to evaluatethe abilities of job applicantsof the same
type as themselves. Their theory depends on uncertainty
about ability; their firm consists of a single employer and a
single worker; and they do not consider forward-looking
hiring policies where firms hire minorities today so as to
better screen them in the future.
9 Yet another potential source of inefficiencies is that
successful members of a type (i.e., individuals who attain
upper-level positions) may serve as "role models" for
younger members of their community. This role modeling
would be very much like our broaddefinitionof mentoring,
except that the human-capitaltransferswould happen outside of the firm and hence would not be incorporatedinto
firm decision making.

SEPTEMBER2000

employees, and ex ante human capital acquisition. Section VII concludes.
I. The Model
A single firm employs a continuumof upperlevel and lower-level employees.10We normalize the measure of upper-level employees to 1.
There are two types of employees, labeled A
andB. The proportionof upper-levelemployees
of type A in period t is denoted mt. In each

period a proportionr E (0, 1] of the upperlevel employees retire and must be replaced.
Retirementrates are uniform,meaning that rmt
workers of type A and r(1 - mt) workers of

type B retirein period t. We will typically treat
A as the majorityand B as the minority in our
exposition (i.e., mt -1/2).
The firm operatesan internallabor marketin
which retiringemployees are replacedfrom the
lower level, which has an equal numberof A's
and B's. With this assumption we introduce a
cost of upper-levelhomogeneity, which we believe to be quite general: homogeneous firms
bear the opportunitycost of passing over talented workers of the opposite type within their
organization.There are numerousreasons why
the lower levels of organizations are diverse
despite type-basedmentoring(which introduces
a benefit to segregating entry levels by type).
For example, firms generally differ in their locations, cultures, and skill requirements, and
thus workers may have firm-specific preferences and skills that make it beneficial for a
diverse groupof employees to work at the same
firm. Search costs might reinforcethe effects of
firm-workermatching.Further,in the presentlegal and political environment,a variety of nonmarketforces create pressurefor diverse lower
levels."1Finally,as discussedin SectionV, partial
diversityof the lower level can arise in equilibrium even withoutlabor-marketfrictions.
'1 In our 1994 Stanford GSB working paper (Athey et
al., 1994) we consider a model of type-based mentoring
with a finite number of employees where initial ability is
stochastic. The qualitativeinsights of the stochastic model
are the same, but the deterministicmodel analyzed in this
paper is more tractable.
" Segregated firms may be at risk of government and
civil litigation for biased hiring practices. They may also
face social pressureto mirrorthe composition of their local
labor markets.
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We assume that there are at least r entrylevel workers of each type and that the two
pools of lower-level workers are symmetric
in their initial abilities. Member 0 E [0, r] of
a pool of entry-level workers has an initial
ability x( 0), which represents the surplus
gained by the firm when worker 0 takes an
upper-level position.12 The function x(O) is
assumed to be nonincreasing. Thus, the quality of the marginal worker from each pool
(weakly) decreases as the firm digs deeper
into that pool, representing scarcity of ability for upper-level work. Such scarcity may
be especially relevant for jobs in the service
sector, jobs requiring education and specialized skills, jobs where "stars" are important
(such as academics, entertainment, and
sports), and high-level management positions
in firms.
A worker'stype andi-nitialabilityareobserved
by the employer.Eachentry-levelemployeegains
additional(firm-specific)skillsrequiredfor upperlevel workthroughmentoring,representedby the
functionA(), whichdependson the proportionof
upper-levelemployeeswith the same type.13This
mentoringfunction is assumed to be increasing
and continuously differentiable. A promoted
workermakesan overall(lifetime)contributionto
the firm's profit that depends on her type, her
initial ability, and the composition of the firm
when she is promoted:14
SA(0,
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and
sB(0, m)

= x(0) -+ at,(I -m),

where a parameterizes the importance of
mentoring relative to initial ability. We denote by z' E [0, r] the measure of the promoted employees in period t who are of
type A; r -zt are then of type B. The firm's
per-period profit function is the total surplus generated by its new upper-level employees:
-a(M, z)-

SA(0, m)

dO

r r-z

+

{

SB(3O,

m) dO.

The firm seeks to maximize the discountedsum
of its per-periodprofitsby choosing a sequence
of promotion policies (zl, z2, --) to solve the
following maximizationproblem:

max E STr(mt, zt)

(1) V(m)

(zi, z2,***)t=O

subjectto mtl

m) = x(O) + ap(m)

r]

ztE[0,

= (1 -

r)Mt + zt,

and

mO?=m.

12 There are several potential sources of such a surplus.

The worker's ability might be specific to the fism-worker
match, it might not be observable by other firms, or there
might be frictions in the labor market.
13 The effectiveness of mentoringdoes not dependon the
ability of upper-levelemployees. If mentoringdepends linearly on the average ability of all upper-level employees,
then our analysis is unaffected. However, the analysis is
affected if mentoring depends on the average ability of
upper-level employees with the same type. We expect that
such dependency would reduce the magnitude of the promotion bias because promoting less-able candidates becomes less attractive.
14 These surplus functions do not include the indirect
contributionfrom future mentoringof other workers;these
effects are incorporatedinto the firm's dynamic programming problem that follows. Further,observe that, although
our primaryinterpretationof mentoringis firm specific, any
general skills in mentoringmay accrueto the workers.Thus
the surplusfunctions can be interpretedas the benefit to the
firm net of wages.

Given a value function (which is established
to be well behaved for our mnodelin the Appendix), we can define the optimal policy correspondence by

z*(m) {z E [0, r]lV(m)
=T(M, z)

+ 3V(z + (1

-

r)m)}.

We are interestedin how mt evolves over time
and in how the firm biases its promotions.
We define the unbiased (or myopic) promotion
policy zUB(m) implicitly from the equation
SA(ZU,

m)

=

SB(r
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1.95

TypeA Ability:

\

SA

1.85-

= x(0)

+ Y(0.9)

Type B Ability:

1.95

SB

1.85-

g(O.1)

1.75 -

1.75-

1.65

I

1.65

1.55

I

1.55 -

1.45

I

m

1.45
0

X(O) +

0.1

0.2
z*(m)

0.3
ZUB (m)

0
r_zUB(m)

Number

01

0.3 Hired

0.2

r - z* (m)

Bias

FIGURE 1. SURPLUS FUNCTIONS AND PROMOTION POLICIES

Notes: As indicatedwith the horizontalline, unbiased promotionsequalize final abilities across the two types. The optimal
promotionpolicy entails a bias in favor of type B. Parametersare given in Example 1 with 8 = 0.95.

which equalizes the contribution of the marginal promotedemployee of each type.'5
We can now define the bias in the firm's
optimal promotionpolicy as
b(m)

=

zUB(m)

-

z*(m).

M*(m), which give the state achieved in period
t + 1 as a function of the period t state m:
MUB(m) = m(
M*(m) = {m'm'

-

(1-

r) + zUB(m).
r)m - z,
where z F z*(m)}.

A positive bias b(m) > 0 is then a bias in favor
of type B.16
Given the promotionpolicies ZUB and z*, we
can define transition functions MUB(m) and

15

If the worst type A is betterthanthe best type B [sA(r,

m) > SB(0, m)] so that the marginal contributionscannot

be equalized, then the firm only promotes type A's and
r. Similarly, if sB(r, m) > SA(O, mn) then

zUB(m) =
zUB(M)

O.

There are other ways to define bias in our model. For
instance, one could define bias as any deviation from equal
promotionrates [i.e., as Jz*(m) - r/21] since the pool of
initial abilities is the same for each type. This definition
producesmore of a bias for the majority.Alternatively,one
could define the bias as any deviation from promotingthe
applicantwho contributesthe most to long-runfirm profits,
including the indirect contributionfrom mentoring others;
then there is no bias. One advantageof our definitionis that
it is linked to a firm's preferences about diversity. Thus a
firm that biases for the minority (by our definition) would
also be willing to incur other costs to facilitate minority
career advancement,such as hiring diversity managers.
16

Figure 1 plots the surplusfunctions,SA(O,m)
and sB(0, m), for an example. Since type A is the
majority(m = 0.9), sA is greaterthan SB by the
amountof the mentoringdifferential,in this case
unbiasedpromotionpol,u(O.9)- ,u(O.1).WVhen
icies are used, by definition,the surplusof the
marginalpromotedemployee is the same across
the workertypes, so thatthe firmpromotesmostly
type A workers.In this example,the optimalbias
is positive, so that when the optimalpromotion
policy is used,fewertypeA workersarepromoted
than with an unbiasedpromotionpolicy, and the
marginaltypeA workeris betterthanthe marginal
type B worker.
Note that it is possible to reinterpret our
model as applying to hiring ratherthan promotion decisions. Then the "upper level" is the
firm's whole workforce,andthe "lowerlevel" is
the pool of applicants.The key assumptionsare
that the productivity of new hires depends on
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the proportionof more senior workerswith the
same type and that there is a diverse applicant
pool. Under this interpretation,our results characterizethe firm's optimalhiring policy and the
evolution of the diversity of the firm's entire
work force.
II. The OptimalPromotionPolicy
We begin our analysis by characterizingthe
direction of the optimal promotionbias. As a
buildingblock, we firstcharacterizethe effect of
diversityon the profitof a firmthatlives for only
one period.The one-periodanalysishighlightsthe
criticaltrade-offbetweenmaximizingthe mentoring gainfor one of the applicantpools andexploiting the scarceinitialtalentin both pools.
The optimal policy of a firm that lives just
one period (i.e., 6 = 0) is unbiasedpromotions
[zui(m)], since the firm does not care about
futurementoringperformedby promotedworkers. The profit of such a firm is then
TUB(m) = IT(m, ZUB(m)).

Suppressingthe dependence of zUB on m, we
can rewrite this as follows:
+ (r

rUBs(m)= z UBai(m)

+

zUB

x(0) dO.

m >

By the envelope theorem, the effect of a
change in the initial level of diversity is given
by:

-

(r - zUB)apt'(1

K

r-

ZUB(m)
-i)

zUB(mn)

Further,we say that sufficient concavity holds
everywhere(SCV everywhere)if SCV holds for
all m > 1/2. Similarly, we shall say that sufficient concavity holds nowhere (SCV nowhere)
if SCV fails (with a strict inequality) for each

x(O) dO

rr-

(m)
~'(in)

ZUB)ap,u(l - m)

ZUB

+

+ |

-

toring received by the zUB type A workerswho
are promoted,as well as a correspondingreduction of a g'(1 - m) for the r - zuB type B
workers who are promoted. Thus, the sign of
dlrUB(m)ldmdependson the curvatureof the ,u
function as well as the relative proportionsof
type A and B workerspromoted.
If the mentoring function is concave, then
,u'(1-m) > ,u'(m), and increasesin diversity
(i.e., decreases in m) increase the mentoringof
minority employees more than they reduce the
mentoring of majority employees. However,
since the mentoringfunction is nondecreasing,
majoritytypes receive more mentoringthan minority types, and a myopic firm promotes more
of the majority(A) types than the minority (B)
types (zUB > r/2 > r - zUB); thus, profits are
more sensitive to the mentoringof A types than
B types.
As a result, the firm's profit increases with
the diversity of its upper level only if the mentoring function is concave and the degree of
concavity is sufficient to overcome the larger
weight placed on mentoring outcomes for majority workers.We shall say that sufficientconcavity (SCV) holds at m > 1/2 if (dl
dm) wUB(m) < 0, that is, if

-

m).

Increasingthe initial proportionof type A workers leads to an increase of ag' (m) in the men-

1/2

Now consider a firm that lives three periods.
In the second period, the bias favors the minority if and only if SCV holds: SCV determines
whether having more minority workers in the
final periodincreasesor decreasesprofitsin that
period.However, the problemfor the firmin the
first period is more subtle. A critical feature of
our setting is that
a2

a

ai r(m, z)
= agy'(m) + ag'(1
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so that in any period the returnsto having more
of some type in the upperlevel are increasingin
the promotion probability of that type. This
effect reinforcesthe bias as we move back from
period 2 to period 3. Suppose that SCV holds
everywhere,so that the period 2 bias favors the
minority.Since more minoritiesare promotedin
the second period than would be with unbiased
promotions, the firm biases for the minority
(and more so than if the horizon were only one
period). Incorporatingthis logic into an inductive argument,we can show that the characterization of the one-periodprofit function carries
over to our infinite-horizonmodel, yielding unambiguous predictions about the direction of
the optimal bias.

SEPTEMBER2000

the bulk of those promoted as a result of their
advantage in the mentoring process. Consequently, our model is consistent with heterogeneity in a firm's attitudestowarddiversity even
under decreasingreturns.Section IV characterizes how SCV depends on other exogenous
elements of the model, such as the scarcity of
talent and the retirementrate.
There are, of course, functional forms for
which SCV holds in some regions but not others. Then, it is possible that the firm biases in
favor of the majorityfor some values of m and
in favor of the minority for others.
Example 1: Suppose p,(m) = mr11, x(O)
1 - 0, r = 0.3, and let 5 take on one of the

values {0, 0.3, 0.95}.
PROPOSITION 1: (i) If SCV holds everywhere, then the value of thefirm is increasing
with the level of diversity (dVldm < 0), and
the optimal promotion policy is biased in
favor of the minorityfor each m. (ii) If SCV
holds nowhere, then the value of the firm is
increasing as the upper level becomes more
homogeneous (dVldm > 0), and the optimal
promotion policy is biased in favor of the
majorityfor each m.
In many settings, we expect that the mentoring function should exhibit decreasing returns
(i.e., g is concave). In its most literal sense,
mentoringrefers to a voluntaryrelationshipbetween a more experiencedemployee and a new
hire. An increase in the proportion of upperlevel employees of a given type may allow
lower-level employees who would otherwisebe
unmatchedto find a mentor (or a more appropriatementor).The first minoritiesin the upper
level yield high returnsby providingmentoring
to those who would not otherwisehave received
it. At higher levels of diversity, additional
upper-level minorities simply provide somewhat bettermentoringpossibilities to those who
would have been mentored anyway. This suggests decreasing returnsto mentoringas diversity increases.
However, Proposition 1 shows that diminishing returns are not sufficient for the optimal
promotion policy to be biased in favor of the
minority type. Even with decreasing returns,a
firm may still bias its promotion decisions in
favor of majoritytypes, because they make up

Figure 2 plots the one-periodvalue function,
W.UB(m), for m '

1/2

for Example 1. Note that

profitsincreasewith diversity except when m !
0.927. Figure 3 graphsthe unbiasedpromotion
rate (zuB) for type A applicantsas well as the
optimal promotion rates for S = 0.3 and S =
0.95. The bias in favor of type B workers,b(m;
S), is the difference between the unbiased promotion rate (5 = 0) for type A's and the biased
promotionrate.
Figure 3 shows that for S = 0.95, the firm
always biases in favor of the minority; despite
the fact that the one-period value function is
increasing near 1, the firm finds it worthwhile
to bias promotions toward full diversity,
which maximizes the one-period profit function. In contrast, if 5 = 0.3, the firm's optimal
policy is to bias in favor of the majority in the
region [0.93, 0.96], and in favor of the minority elsewhere. Thus, even within a single
firm, attitudes toward diversity will change
with the initial conditions. We further discuss
the dynamics of this example in the next
section.
Before proceeding, we pause to observe that
the dependency of profit on diversity identified
in Proposition 1 has implications not only for
promotion decisions, but also for any investment decision or organizationaldesign decision
whose impact varies by type. For example, the
relationship between diversity and profits affects a firm's willingness to build a strong corporate culture that favors the development of
the currentmajoritytype.
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FIGURE 2. THE VALUE FUNCTION WITH UNBIASED PROMOTIONS

Note: Parametersare given in Example 1 with 8

III. The Dynamics of Diversity

We now analyze the evolution of diversity at
our firm. We are interestedin three questions:
What is the effect of bias on the level of diversity? Is there a glass ceiling? To what extent
does history matter?
We begin with some definitions.As our focus
is on long-runoutcomes, it is useful to define a
steady-statelevel of diversity mS, such that the
measure of retiringA managers exactly equals
the measure of type A's that are optimally promoted: rms E z*(ms). Figure 3 graphs the
"retirementfunction"R(m) = rm and the promotion policy z *((m) for Example 1 with = 0,
0.3, and 0.95. Each crossing of the retirement
and promotion functions represents a steady
state. Thus, {0.5, 0.936, 1} are steady states
when 5

=

0.3.17 We refer to a steady state,

which is always reached from a neighborhood
surroundingit, as a stable steady state (e.g., the

17
Steady states in our model are symmetricin that if m
is a steady state, so is 1 - m. Hence, in Example 1 with 8 =
0.3, the full set of steady states is {0, 0.064, 0.5, 0.936, 1}.

=

0.

points {0.5, 1} when 5 = O.3).18 Let 9* be the

set of stable steady states under the optimal
promotion policy and let WfUB be the set of
stable steady states with myopic promotions.
We show in the Appendixthatthe level of diversity alwaysconvergesto a stablesteadystatewith
eitheroptimal(biased)or unbiasedpromotions,so
thatboth 9UB and 9* are nonempty.
Type-based mentoring causes the diversity
of the firm to change over time in potentially
complex ways, even when promotions are
unbiased. Hence, it is useful to decompose the
effect of type-based mentoring on the dynamics into its direct effect on the unbiased promotion rate, and its indirect effect on the
optimal bias.19 We therefore begin with results related to the stability of full diversity
18 More formally,the level of diversitym is stable for the
transitionfunctionM if thereexists a v > 0 such that,for all
v > - > 0 such that M(m + ?) and M(m - s) are single
valued, m + s 2 (<)M(m + ?) and m - s '
(>)M(m - 0).
19Moreover, the dynamics of a myopic firm are of
interest from a policy perspective, because they highlight
the long-runoutcome when firms implementa "type-blind"
promotionpolicy.
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,u"'(m) > 0 Vm and x(O) = K - -y0, then
C {0, 1/2, 1 }; and if ,."'(m) <0 Vm and
K K
x(O)
yO,then 9UB = {m 1 - ms}
for some mS >

0.29 -

yUB
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We now turn to the dynamics under optimal
promotions.A final definitionis useful for identifying the effect of the optimal bias on the
evolution of diversity.
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FIGuRE 3. THE DYNAMIC EVOLUTION OF DIVERSITY FOR
DIFFERENT DISCOUNT FACTORS

Notes: The upperpanel plots the retirementrate againstthe
optimal promotion policies for 8 = 0, 0.3, and 0.95. As
indicatedby the arrowsin the lower panel, when the retirement rate is greater(less) than the promotionrate, the firm
moves towardgreater(less) diversity. Parametersare given
in Example 1.

and the existence of multiple steady states
under unbiased promotions. In general, our
model is consistent with an arbitraryconstellation of stable steady states.20 With some
additional structure,however, it is possible to
provide sharper predictions.
PROPOSITION2: With unbiasedpromotions:
(i) Full diversity is a stable steady state if and
only if the asymmetriescreated by type-based
mentoringare small relative to the scarcity of
talent in the neighborhood of full diversity:
1/2 E SUB
= 't(1/2) < -rx'(rl2). (ii) If

20
Indeed, it can be shown that for any finite, symmetric
set of points X C [0, 1], thereexists a nonincreasinginitial
ability functionx and a nondecreasingmentoringfunction,u
such that juB = X.

?

PROPOSITION3: (i) If SCV holds nowhere,
then y UB is more diverse than 9*, and full
diversity is never a stable steady state (1/2 t
Y*). (ii) If SCV holds everywhere, then Y* is
more diverse than SUB and full diversity is a
stable steady state if apg'(1/2) < -rx'(rl 2).
What is the impact of bias on diversity?Not
surprisingly,a bias that favors the majority (as
when SCV holds nowhere) increases long-run
diversity,whereasa bias in favor of the majority
(as when SCV holds everywhere) decreases
long-run diversity. As a result, public policies
that seek to force firms to use a "type-blind"
promotionpolicy can have ambiguous effects.
We say thatthe firmhas a glass ceiling whenever, in the long run, the upper level is not as
diverse as the (fully diverse) lower level. From
Proposition3(i), we know that full diversity is
never a stable long-runoutcome when the bias
favors the majority.Then, firms that start with
homogeneousmanagementmay diversify somewhat, but the progressof minoritiesalways stops
shortof full diversity.Conversely,when the bias
favors the minority[Proposition3(ii)], full diversity is a possiblelong-runoutcome,as long as the
asymmetriescreatedby type-basedmentoringare
not too largerelativeto the scarcityof talent.
To what extent does history matter for the
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firm?For extreme values of a there is a unique
long-runlevel of diversity, whateverthe historically given initial conditions.
PROPOSITION4: For a sufficientlylarge, the
unique long-run stable steady state entails a
homogeneousupper level (99*
{O, 1 }). As a
approaches 0, each stable steady state approaches 1/2.21
When mentoring is unimportant(a small),
the scarcityof talent and the uniformretirement
rate pushes the firm towardfull diversity. Conversely, when mentoringis important(a large)
the upperlevel is necessarily dominatedby one
type. Then, history determines which type is
dominant,but not the level of diversity.
For intermediatevalues of a, interior stable
steady states may arise, and more important,
there may be multiple steady-state levels of
diversity.We saw in Proposition2(ii) thattypebased mentoring may lead to multiple steady
states with unbiased promotions; multiple
steady states can arise with optimal promotions
as well, as illustratedin Example 1 with 6 =
0.3. Intuitively,multiple steady states may arise
because the level of minority advancement
tends to be self-perpetuating:with few minorities in management,minoritiesare poorly mentored and hence few are promoted.
When there are multiple steady states, shortlived pressureon a firm to diversify (e.g., from
legislation or otherforms of social pressure)can
have a long-lasting impact on the level of diversity. When pressurepushes diversityabove a
critical mass point,22the gains of the minorities
are self-reinforcing,even if the pressure is removed. Thus, history determines the level of
long-rundiversity. In Example 1 with 6 = 0.3,
a firm that starts with a homogeneous upper
level stays there, unless it is forced to promote
enough minoritiesso thatmt < 0.936, in which
case convergence is to full diversity.
Our theory predicts not only that the level of
diversity changes over time at a firm, but that
the attitudetoward diversity (i.e., the direction
of the bias) changes as well. In Example I with
21 For p, concave, we have the slightly strongerresult
that Y* = {1/2} for a sufficiently small.
22
By a "criticalmass point,"we mean a steady state that
has no basin of attraction.
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8 = 0.3, a firm startingjust to the left of the
critical mass point mo = 0.936 initially biases
promotionsin favor of the majority.Over time,
however, diversity still increases because the
optimal bias and type-based mentoringare not
sufficiently strong to overcome the greater retirementrate of the majoritytype. As mt falls,
the optimal bias shifts and eventually favors
minorities.23
We close our discussion of dynamics with a
second example thatuses a "criticalmass"mentoring function, which is first convex and then
concave, so that mentoringis relatively ineffective until the minoritiesreach 30 percent of the

firm.24

Example 2: ,u(m) = 0 for m ? 0.3, ,(m)0.15 + 0.1(m - 0.3) 11 for m > 0.3, r =
0.3, 6 = 0.3 and x(O) = 1 - 0.
Figure 4 graphsthis mentoringfunction.25In
this example, there is a glass ceiling and multiple steady states, even thoughper-periodprofits
are maximized at full diversity. Figure 5 graphs
the evolution of diversity in this example from
a varietyof startingpoints. Startingfrom homogeneity, minorities make some initial progress
into the firm, yet there is a glass ceiling: they
never reach a level of representationabove 10
percent, even if the firm startsout with close to
20 percent minorities. On the other hand, if
external pressurepushes minoritiesbeyond the
critical mass of 20 percent, convergence is to
full diversity. The region of increasing returns
in the critical mass mentoring function
Similarly, a firm startingto the right of mo = 0.936
initially biases promotions in favor of the majority,but as
homogeneity increases and decreasing returns become
stronger,the optimal bias shifts to favor the minority.
24 This mentoring function incorporates the idea that
p,(m) increases slowly at first as a result of the relative
ineffectiveness of mentors who are themselves highly isolated in the organization.Mentoringbecomes effective only
when a critical mass of mentors is reached. Similar curvature could also arise if the efficiency of communicationand
information sharing rises sharply once a critical mass is
reached.
25 Notice that this mentoring function has an upward
jump, which strictly speaking violates our smoothness assumption;however, the smoothness assumptionis not necessary for a computationalanalysis, and in any event the
function could be approximatedwith a differentiablefunction.
23
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FIGURE 4. A CRITICAL MASS MENTORING FUNCTION

Note: Parametersare given in Example 2.

strengthensthe general tendency for minority
gains to be self-perpetuatingand hence for history to matter.
IV. EmpiricalImplicationsof the Model
We now develop the empirical implications
of our theory. Section IV, subsection A, identifies the exogenous parametersthat lead firms to
preferdiversity, and thus favor minoritygroups
in their optimal promotionpolicies. Section IV,
subsection B, derives comparative statics for
long-run levels of diversity.
A. Factors Influencingthe Promotion Bias
SectionII linkeda firm'sattitudetowarddiversity to the curvatureof the mentoringfunction,
and more specificallyto the SCV condition.Any
factorthatinfluencesthe unbiasedpromotionpolicy has an impacton whetherSCV holds,andthus
on the sign of the optimalpromotionbias. In this
section,we focus on the effects of the retirement
rate r, the importanceof mentoringa, and the
scarcityof initial ability.
We parameterizethe scarcityof initial ability

by y, where an increase in y makes the initial
ability functionx steeper.Formally,we assume
that x(z; y) - x(r - z; y) is nonincreasingin
y for z > r/2. Thus, the higher the y, the
greaterthe cost (in terms of lower average initial ability of promotedemployees) of deviating
from the policy of promoting an equal number
of each type. The linear initial ability function
X(O; y) =K
yO satisfies this requirement.
Proposition 5 identifies the effects of a, r,
and y on both the unbiased promotion policy
and on (dldm) wUB(m),whose sign determines
whether SCV is satisfied.
PROPOSITION5: For m > 1/2, (i) The unbiased promotion rate, zUB(m; a, y, r), is (a)
nonincreasingin y; (b) nondecreasingin a. (ii)
(dldm) 7rUB(m;a, y, r) is (a) nonincreasing in
y; (b) nondecreasing in a; and (c) nonincreasK - yO and A is
ing in r wheneverx(O; y)
concave.
An increase in the scarcity of initial ability
(,y) makes it more likely that the firm biases for
the minority.As scarcityrises, it becomes more
costly to promote disproportionatelyfrom the
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FIGUFxE5. THE "GLASS CEILING"

Notes: The figure plots the state of the firm as a function of time, startingfrom different initial conditions. Parametersare
given in Example 2.

majority pool. The more minorities promoted
with the unbiased policy, the more likely it is
that a myopic firm (and, by Proposition 1, a
forward-looking firm) benefits from having a
diverse upperlevel. Industriesin which scarcity
is importantinclude those that require specialized skills and experience, such as high-level
management,as well as industrieswhere "stars"
are important,such as academics.
Conversely, the greater the importance of
mentoring a, the more majorityemployees are
promotedby a myopic firm, since their mentoring advantageis larger,and thus the firm is less
likely to bias for the minority.26Industriesin
which mentoringis likely to be importantrelative to initial ability include services, law, academics, industries where networking and
26
When a becomes sufficientlylarge, the firm's optimal
policy will select only majoritytypes (SCV will hold nowhere);for a sufficientlyclose to zero, unbiasedpromotion
selects almost the same number of majority and minority
types, and then the concavities of 11and SCV are (approximately) equivalent.

informationsharingplay an importantrole, and
industries where apprenticeshipsare important
components of training.In contrast, mentoring
will be less importantin industriesin whichjobs
are well defined, requirefew specialized skills,
and involve little informationsharing.
An increase in the retirementrate r has an
ambiguous effect on the sign of the optimal
bias. As turnoverincreases, the firm generally
promotesmore workersof both types, but longrun diversity depends on the proportionof minorities who are promoted. Suppose that the
mentoringfunction is concave. Then, the direction of any change depends on the curvatureof
the initial ability function.When the initial ability function is linear, an increase in turnover
increases unbiased majority and minority promotions by the same amount.But since there is
a higher marginal return to minority mentors,
this change makes it relatively more attractive
to promoteminorities.Industrieswith low turnover at the senior level relative to the size of
the firm might include law, academics, businesses organized by partnership, and large
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bureaucracies;high turnover occurs in many
high-technology industries, as well as intermediate levels of hierarchies.

(weighted) return to having a lower level of
diversity in the next period. Proposition 6
identifies the main comparative statics results.

B. Factors InfluencingLong-Run
Diversity Levels

PROPOSITION 6: Each stable steady state
ms

We now explore the extent to which the comparativestatics in the previous section apply to
long-run levels of diversity. Since it may be
difficult to directly observe the direction of the
promotionbias, the results in this section may
be more useful for interpretingobserved patterns of diversity in firms. We take a local
approachto comparativestatics, in that we look
at the effect of small changes in a parameteron
a given steady state.27Large changes in a parameter can alter the set of steady states, and
hence are harder to analyze. Despite the fact
that the local approachis somewhat restrictive,
we still find that several of our results from
Proposition5 must be qualifiedwhen appliedto
long-run diversity levels.
Most of our resultsfollow from the first-order
conditions (FOC) for an optimalpromotionpolicy at a stable steady state:
LEMMA 1: For all ms 0 1/ which are stable
steady states, there is a unique optimalpromotion policy, z*(ms). An interior steady state
1/2 , 1 } satisfies the following first{0,
order condition
mS

FOCS(mS

a
)

a-

+1-(1-r)ao

XZS)

T(mS

a

(m.,zs

)

0,

where zs

rms.

That is, the returnto promotingmore majoritytype workers today is balanced against the
27
Anotherapproachwouldbe to derivecomparativestatics
on the optimalbias, anduse theseresultsto analyzechangesin
steady states.However,in contrastto the sign of the optimal
bias, there is no necessary connectionbetween comparative
staticson the magnitude of the bias from a two-periodmodel
statics
(whichwouldfollowfromProposition
5), andcomparative
on the magnitudeof the bias in the infinite-horizon
model.

1/2 is:

(i) Nonincreasing in response to a small increase in y.
(ii) Nonincreasing (nondecreasing) in response to a small increase in 6 when SCV
holds everywhere(nowhere).
(iii) (a) Nondecreasing in response to a small
increase in a, when SCV holds nowhere.
(b) Nondecreasing in a when S is sufficiently small.
(iv) (a) Nonincreasing in response to a small
increase in r when SCV holds everywhere
K - yO. (b) Nonincreasing
and x(O)
(nondecreasing)in r if a zUBIar < (>)ms
when 8 is sufficientlysmall.
We now look at the intuition for each of the
comparative static results, as well as some of
the implications.In developing the intuitionit is
useful to note thatM*(m) MUB(m) -b(m),
so that the effect of a parametercan be decomposed into its direct effect on the unbiased dynamics and an indirect effect resulting from
changes in the optimal bias.
Proposition6(i) shows thatlong-rundiversity
increases with (small) increases in the scarcity
of ability. By Proposition5, the direct effect of
an increase in scarcity is an increase in the
unbiasedpromotionratefor minorities.There is
also an indirecteffect: when the firmanticipates
promotingmore minoritiesin the future,it cares
more about their mentoringand hence the bias
moves toward the minority. Thus, both the direct and indirect effects supportan increase in
diversity.
Although we do not formally model asymmetries in initial ability between types, it is
straightforwardto analyze asymmetries using
this result. If the initial ability of one type
becomes less scarce, the promotion rates and
bias shift in favor of that type. One implication
is that the entry of more women and minorities
into the workforcewill cause firms to shift their
optimal bias toward these groups. Another implication is that in a multilevel organization,
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diversity might fall in higher levels of the hierarchy. This follows because inequities in one
level will lead to lower promotionrates for the
disadvantagedtype, and thus inequities at one
level will be reinforcedat the next-higherlevel.
This is consistent with the evidence cited in the
introductionabout the glass ceiling, as well as
Bartlett's (1997) description of diversity in
the economics profession.28
Now consider the effect of changes in the
discount rate. As 5 increases, the firm is more
willing to bias promotions to improve future
mentoring. Hence, the effect of a change in 5
depends on the directionof the optimal bias. If
the bias favors the minority (majority), then
diversity increases (falls).
As an applicationof this result, suppose that
the owners of the firm have a larger discount
rate than do the managerswho make promotion
decisions. In practice,this type of agency problem might arise because managers take into
accountthe fact that they will leave the firm (or
at least their currentjob) with positive probability in the future.Then, a firm with a mentoring function that is SCV everywheremay have
a suboptimallevel of diversity.Inefficiencies of
this kind are consistentwith the observationthat
many firms have internalrules or policies that
restrict decisions about diversity in hiring and
promotion.29Furthermore,since such agency
problems may exist even in top management,
shareholdersmay wish to constrain the decisions of top managementabout diversity.30
28
Notice that our finding contrasts with a simple but
plausible alternativetheory, whereby firms use type-blind
hiring policies in response to government regulation, but
then discriminate(perhapsbecause of a taste for discrimination)in internalpromotions.The alternativetheorywould
predict a sharp fall in diversity from the entry level to the
next-higher level, but relatively constant promotion rates
after that.
29 Our theory also raises the possibility that some firms
with agency problems might want to adopt rules that limit
diversity. We do not typically observe such rules, probably
because of legal and social costs associated with explicit
discriminationagainst minorities.
30 The ability of shareholdersto dictate diversity policy
has been a topic of recent debate by the Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) (see Steven Wallman,
"EqualityIs More Than 'OrdinaryBusiness,'" New York
Times, March 30, 1997 p. 3). In 1993, the SEC reversed a
long-standingpolicy by allowing CrackerBarrelOld Country Store to exclude a shareholderresolutionthat prohibited
job discriminationon the basis of sexual orientation,argu-
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The effect of a smallincreasein the importance
of mentoringcan be ambiguousbecausethe indirect effect can oppose the directeffect. The direct
effect of an increasein a is that more majority
types arepromotedby a myopic fimn.In termsof
the indirecteffect,this will fuirther
tendto shiftthe
optimalbias of a forward-lookingfirmtowardthe
majority.However,anyincreasein the importance
of mentoringalso makesthe firmmore willing to
bias promotions(in either direction)to optimize
futurementoring.If the bias is for the majority(as
when SCV holds nowhere),then the two indirect
effects work in the same direction,and diversity
unambiguouslyfalls with a. Similarly, if 6 is
sufficientlysmall, the optimalbias is small, and
the directeffect dominates.Since for sufficiently
large a, SCV holds nowhere, shifts when a is
already large should unambiguously decrease
diversity.
The direct effect of a change in r is already
ambiguous, as 'we saw in Proposition 5. Of
course, for 8 small, the direct effect dominates.
In general, increases in r make the firm more
willing to bias promotions (in either direction)
since current promotions have an immediate
and large effect on diversity. Thus, even when
the initial ability function is linear (and thus
faster turnoverincreases the returnsto minority
promotions under the unbiased policy), unambiguous predictions about steady states follow
only when the bias favors the minority.
Although these results provide predictions
about the link between exogenous features of
the environmentand patternsof diversity, they
also require some qualification.First, note that
the results for a and r require additional assumptions:the parametersaffect both the unbiased promotionrates and a firm's willingness to
bias promotions. On balance, though, it seems
plausible that diversity should be lower in industries in which mentoring is very important,
and higher in high-turnoverindustries (if the
mentoring function is sufficiently concave). A
second issue is that, as in any model with

ing that diversity policy fell within the range of "ordinary
business matters,"which by SEC rules cannotbe dictatedby
shareholder resolutions. Recently, shareholder interest
groups have questioned the policy change. Our analysis
suggests that shareholdersmay indeed have an interest in
directing company policies toward diversity, even beyond
the miorewidely cited issues of legal liability.
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multiple steady states, it can be difficultto draw
inferences from cross-sectional observations.
Two firms with the same technology operating
in similar labor markets can potentially have
very differentlevels of diversity, depending on
theirhistories.These firmsmight also have very
different attitudestoward diversity.
V. Marketsfor Entry-LevelWorkers
Our model abstractsfrom labor-marketconsiderationsto focus on the evolution of diversity
at a single optimizing firmwith a given level of
diversity among its entry-level workers. In reality, the diversity of a firm's entry level is
endogenous. An important question, then, is
whetherlower-level diversity is consistent with
our assumption of type-based mentoring. Our
working paper (Athey et al., 1998) considers a
simplifiedextension of the model to include two
myopic firmsand a competitivelabormarketfor
entry-level employees. We now briefly outline
the main insights from this extension.
We find that there may be entry-level diversity when both firms have the same majority
type, even if their existing levels of diversity
may differ. Then, both firms want to hire the
same type, but the less diverse firm is more
effective at mentoringthem. Despite this asymmetry, each firm may end up with a diverse
lower level, because there are decreasing returnsto hiring the majoritytype. To understand
the source of decreasing returns, observe that
the more majority workers a firm hires, the
more intense the competitionfor promotionand
the lower the probabilitythatany given majority
worker is promoted. Since firms are trying to
maximize the ability of promoted workers, the
declining promotion probability for majority
workers leads to decreasing returns. Like any
scarce resource with decreasing returns,it can
be optimal to share that resource across firms,
which in our case means diverse entry levels.
Heterogeneityof firms (for example, in location, culture, or specialty) also tends to support
entry-level diversity. We find in our working
paper that the additionof a productivitybenefit
(unrelated to type or ability) from matching
firms to workers leads to even strongerresults.
We allow half of the workers to be more productive at firm 1 by an amount c ' 0 (observable prior to the hiring decision), whereas the
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other half of the workforce is more productive
at firm 2 by the same amountc. For any c > 0,
we find that the entrylevel is fully diverse if the
initial diversity levels of the firms are sufficiently similar.
Of course, competitioncould yield segregated
outcomesfor some parameters,in particularif the
majoritytype differsacrossfirms.In practice,we
do sometimesobservesegregatedoutcomes.Constructioncompaniesin some U.S. cities are dominated by a particular ethnic group. Some
academic disciplines have large representations
from particularnationalities,and gender integration is surprisinglyheterogeneousacross disciplines, even withinthe sciences.
In summary,the extension suggests that the
insights of our single-firm model may be most
applicablein industrieswhere one type has historically dominatedthe industry and the existing firmsdiffer in some way. In such industries,
if the firms startout sufficiently similar and the
discount rate is sufficiently low, our single-firm
analysis will apply to the multifiim problem
without modification.31
VI. Ex Ante Human-Capital Investment

From a policy perspective, it is importantto
consider the interactionbetween human-capital
investment decisions and firm promotion decisions when there is type-based mentoring.Anticipatingpoor mentoringprospectsand hence a
low probabilityof promotioneven if theirinitial
ability is high, B-type workersmight choose to
invest little in the specialized human capital
required for upper-level work. Then, investments in human capital provide an additional
mechanism to sustain self-perpetuatingbeliefs.
In many cases, we expect to find one equilibrium where B types have a low level of investment, and anotherequilibriumwith a high level
of investment.
These low-investmentequilibriacould be in-

31 In Athey et al. (1998), we also comparethe dynamics
of the two-firmextension to those in the single-firmmodel
with 8 = 0. We find that the stable steady states of the
single-firm model are also symmetric steady states of the
two-firmmodel, and further,for c > 0, the firms converge
to these steady states if they startout sufficiently close. For
c sufficiently small, we find that full segregation is also a
possible steady state.
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efficient for a variety of reasons. For example,
as new workers will tend to invest in human
capital for industries in which their type has
high representation,therecould be an inefficient
clusteringof minoritiesin only a few industries,
occupations, or firms, when some of those minorities might have been better matched elsewhere. In fact, such behaviorhas been observed
historically, as documentedin the literatureon
"sex segregation" (Andrea Beller, 1984; Barbara Bergmann, 1989). Further,if one type is
the minority across many industries or firms,
that type might have very low incentives for
human capital investment. This suggests a rationale for governmentpolicy to promotediversity where the government seeks to coordinate
the economy on a high-investmentequilibrium,
perhapsby subsidizingeducationor trainingfor
type B workers in certain industries.
VII. Conclusion
This paper develops a novel perspective on
discriminationand diversity.We begin with the
view that firms possess a stock of upper-level
employees. With type-based mentoring,the diversity of this stock matters,since it affects the
flow of payoffs from newly promotedworkers.
A firm faces a trade-off in its promotions between homogeneity, which maximizes the mentoring of a particulartype, and diversity, which
allows the firm to make use of scarce talent of
workers of both types. The firm's promotion
policies are thus biased, in the sense that firms
sacrifice currentprofit to increase or decrease
future diversity. We find that a firm's optimal
bias may favor diversity or homogeneity, and
thatthe firm's attitudetowarddiversitydepends
on the curvatureof the mentoringfunction, the
strength of type-based mentoring, the scarcity
of talent,the rate of retirement,and the discount
rate. Thus, our model provides some insight as
to why some firms adoptpolicies of affirmative
action, whereasothers oppose such policies and
even pass over minorities who have overcome
the mentoringdisadvantage.
Further,our model has implications for the
evolution of diversity over time, given initial
conditions. Our model can exhibit a glass ceiling, whereby the proportionof minoritiesin the
upperlevel reaches a stable steady state, which
involves less diversity than at the lower level.
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We also demonstratethat there may be more
than one possible long-run level of diversity at
a given firm. Even if full diversity is the most
profitablesteady state for a firm, it may not be
optimal for a historically homogeneous firm to
sacrificeimmediateprofitsto achieve full diversity without outside pressure.
Our model is predicatedon several assumptions, notably that firms select from a lowerlevel workforce with talented workers of both
types, and thatfirmscapturesome of the surplus
from mentoring.Our model is most likely to be
applicablefor industrieswhere firm-specifichuman capital is importantand difficult to acquire
throughformal education (so that mentoringis
important);and where specialized or unusual
skills are requiredand where talents vary with
the firm-workermatch (so that there is heterogeneity in the lower level). Examples that are
especially appropriateinclude large industrial
companies, investmentbanks, academic departments and professional service firms, and partnerships including those involved in law and
consulting.
Empirical evidence about mentoring and diversity requiresdata on the diversity of organizations, preferably over time. Unfortunately,
much of the publicly available data is collected
at the level of individualworkers,without identifying the employer, and thus there has not
been much empiricalresearchaboutdiversity at
the firm level. Further,it is difficult to identify
a worker's place in the hierarchyof a firm from
such data sources. Our study thus motivates the
explorationof alternativedata sources. For example, the data on partnershipdecisions by individual law firms is publicly available, and it
would be especially appropriatefor investigating the importanceof mentoringeffects.32More
broadly, if firm-level data were available for a
set of firms with similarhierarchicalstructures,
it would be interestingto examine how a variety
of individual outcomes (including promotions,
hiring, and turnover)depend on the type composition of the firm at different levels of the
hierarchy.
Our model can be extended in a number of
32
Unfortunately, the incidence of female or minority
partnersin law firms was very low during the 1980's and
early 1990's, so only more recent data can potentially provide sufficient variationin diversity of partners.
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directions. The extension in our working paper
is just a start at developing a full theory of
mentoring and diversity in an economy. One
could add endogenous human-capitalacquisition by workers,as well as the entry and exit of
firms. One could develop a more detailed microeconomic model of mentoring.33For example, one could study the incentives to build
mentoring relationships, or allow the level of
mentoring received by a worker to depend on
the ability of the mentor.More broadly,there is
the possibility to furtherdevelop a theory of the
firm based on the accumulationof specialized
assets over time [as in Edward Prescott and
Michael Visscher (1980)]. The business strategy literaturehighlights a numberof assets that
firms build up over time, such as management
talent, corporateculture, and organizationalcapabilities (Ingemar Dierickx and Karel Cool,
1994; Jay B. Barney, 1997). One can study
various policies based on their effect on the
accumulationof these assets, just as we study
promotionpolicies based on their effect on the
stock of upper-level employees.34
APPENDIX

We begin by proving two basic results about
the behavior of the dynamic process. Lemma 2
demonstrates that the value function is well
defined.Lemma3 demonstratesthe existence of
a steady state for the unbiased and optimal
promotion policies. We then proceed to prove
the remainingresults, following the orderof the
results in the text.
LEMMA 2: The value function defined by
equation (1) is uniqueand continuous.Thepolicy correspondencez* is compact valued and
upper semicontinuous. V and Iz*(m) - r121
are both symmetricabout m = 1/2.
PROOF:
In the notation of Nancy Stokey and Robert
Lucas (1989), our one-period payoff function,
See Belle Rose Ragins (1997) for a discussion of this
point.
34 Rafael Rob and Peter Zemsky (1997)-building
on
the general approachdeveloped here-explore the effect of
incentive policies on the evolution of a firm's "stock" of
corporateculture.
33
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- (1 - r)m) is bounded
and continuous; the function F(m) = [(1 r)m, ( 1 - r)m + r], which characterizesthe
feasible values of the state variable in the next
period, is nonempty, compact valued, and continuous;and the discountrate is in (0, 1). Hence
their Theorem 4.6 holds for our model and the
value function is unique and continuousand the
policy correspondenceis uppersemicontinuous.
The symmetry in V and Iz * (m) - r/ 21 follow
from the symmetry of our model.

F(m, m') = IT(m, m'

LEMMA 3: (i)MUBQ ) is a single-valued,
nondecreasing continuous function, and
? 1/ for m > 1/2 .
MUB(m)
(ii) M*(.) is upper semicontinuous,and except for upward jumps, it is a single-valued,
nondecreasing, and continuousfunction. Further, M*(m) ? 1?2for m > 1/2.
(iii) With either biased or unbiased promotions, the diversity of the firm converges to a
steady state in [1/2, l]for in > 1/2 .
PROOF:
(i) For

nondecreasing, note that
argmaxz([O,r7r(m, z) and (a2/am
z) > 0. Since the objective is differentiable, strictly concave, and strictly supermodular, zUB(m) must be unique everywhere,
MUB(Q)

ZUB(m)
a z) ir(m,

and strictly increasing when 0 <

zUB(m)

<

r.

(ii) Consider the following expression for
M* (m)
M*(m) = argmax wr(m, m' -(1-r)m)
m' Er(m)

+ 3V(m'),
where F(m) = [(1

- r)m, (1 - r)m + r].
the
Note that
preceding objective is strictly supermodularin m and m' since

(

2Tr(m,

(Al)

~
-'(m)

m',-

(1

-

+

t'(l -m)
r)m)

-x'(m'-(1
-x'(r

r)m)

AmAm'

-

m'

-

(1

-

r)m) >

0.

Further,F(m) is nondecreasingin the strongset
order (see Paul Milgrom and Christina Shan-
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non, 1994). Hence, M*(m) is nondecreasing
and single valued everywhereexcept at upward
jumps. Thus, every selection from M*(m) is a
continuousfunction but for upwardjumps. (iii)
Clearly, for m > 1/2, MUB(m) ? 1/2 . Consider
m' < 1/2 and m > 1/2. Together, condition
(A1) and the symmetry of V implies that
'r(m, m' - (1 - r)m) + SV(m') < rr(m, I m' - (I - r)m) + 5V(1 - m'), which
establishes that for m > 1/2, M*(m) ? 1/2 for
m > 1/2. By our constraint,M*(m) c 1 for
m > 1/?. Hence, following Milgrom and John
Roberts (1994), startingfrom m? > '/2, a fixed
point of M* and MUB exists on [1/2, 1].
PROOF OF PROPOSITION 1:
We proceed by inductionon numberof periods remaining in a firm's life. We know that
when there is 1 period to go, the value function
is equal to ITUB(m), which is nonincreasingin
mi 1/2when SCV holds everywhere.Consider
the problem with T periods to go, and assume
that the value of the firm with T - 1 periods to
go, V(T 1)(m), is nonincreasingin m. The firm
then solves
V(T)(m) max {ir(m, z)
z

+ 8V( T-1((i

-

r)m + z)}

Observe that (a2lam az)IT(M, z) ? 0. Since
VT
is nonincreasing,clearly z(7'(m) ?
1)(m)
zUB(m), and so (alam)IT(m, z(T7) c (a/
am)IT(m, ZUB) C? 0. Using this and the envelope theorem, (dldm)V(T)(m) - (ahim)iT(m,
z(7>)+ 5. (1 - r)VT- 1)'((1- r)m + z(7') c 0.
By induction, and since monotonicity is preserved by infinite sums, the infinite-horizon
value functionis also nonincreasingin m 2 1/2.
The argument is analogous for SCV holds
nowhere.

then MuB is concave over (1?, 1], and thereis at
most one stable steady state in this interval;the
steady state exists if and only if M'(1/2)> 1. If
lk"'(m)< 0 for all m, thenMUB is convex over (1/2,
1], and thereare at most two steady statesin the
interval,and only statem = 1 can be stable.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION3:
The rankingsof 9* and PUR follow by Milgrom and Roberts (1994), using our results on
the sign of the bias from Proposition 1. Now
considerthe questionof whetherfull diversityis
a stable steady state.Recall thatzuB( 1/2) - rI2.
Hence, z*(l/2) = zuB(1/2) + b(1/2) = r/2 if
and only if b( 1/2) -0, which is the case when
SCV holds everywhere, but not when SCV
holds nowhere. In the case where SCV holds
everywhere,the bias favors the minority,and so
if 1/2is stableunderunbiasedpromotions,it will
also be stable with optimal promotions.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION4:
For a sufficientlylarge, z UB = r and y UB
{O, 1}. Further,for a sufficiently large SCV
holds nowhere and the bias is for the majority.
Hence, by Proposition3 9* = {0, I } as well.
As a -> 0, ZUB-> r/2 and b(m) -O 0 and
hence M*(m) -> m(1 - r) + r12 so that
9Ye--> {l/2}. If pt is concave, then SCV is
satisfied everywhere for a sufficiently small,
and from Proposition 2 (ii) the stable steady
state in the neighborhoodof 1/2is 1/2.
PROOF OF PROPOSITION5:
Consider first the parameter 'y. Recall that
zUB(M; r, a, y) = argmaxzE[0 r]7jT(M z; r, a,
,y), and that (aa z)7r = x(zUB; y) - x(r
ZUB; y) + a[pt(m)
m)]. By definig(l
tion, x(zUB; y) - x(r
ZUB; y) is nonincreasing in 'y for zuB > r/2, which holds if m >
-

-

-

--

1/2-

Thus, (a2/aZ

ay)IT

c 0, and zuB must be

nonincreasingin y. But then, zUBp'(m) - (r m) is nonincreasingin y. Consider
next the parametera. Since ,u(m) m) > 0 for m 1/2, (32I/aZ aa)T ? 0, which
implies that ZUB and zUBt (m)
(r zUB) ,C(1
m) are nondecreasing in a. Finally, consider the parameterr and the linear
initial ability function. In this case, (al
ar)zUB - 1/2, and so (a2lar am)ITUB
1/2a[p'(m)
,'(1 - m)]. Thus, if pk is
concave, (ah3m)irUB is nonincreasingin r.

zuB)1t&(a

PROOF OF PROPOSITION2:
UB if and only if zUB'(?12) ' r. Using
(i) 1/2?
the implicit function theorem, zUB' (1/2)
- a p'(1/2)Ix'(r12);substitutinggives the result.(ii)
Supposex(O) = K - yO.Since MUB(m)= (1 r)m + zUB(m),the curvatureof MUBfollows that
of zUB. For zUB < 1, ZuB(m) = 1/2r + a(pt(m),t(l - m))I(2,y).Thus,(92 zUBIam2) a(pi(m) "(1 -m))/(2,y). Hence, if ,u"(m)> 0 for all m,
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PROOF OF LEMMA 1:
We begin by arguingthatthe optimalpromotion policy is unique at a stable steady state.
Recall that Lemma 3 implies that M* is single
valued almost everywhere, except at upward
jumps. By definition, rm, is one optimal promotion policy at state ms. Suppose that there is
another optimal promotion rule, z' > rms.
Then there must be an upwardjump in M* at
ms; suppose that the jump is of size d. But this
implies that for all d > e > 0, M*(ms + e) >
mS

+ d >

mS

+

E,
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aFOC (m; y)

a7Y
a[x(rm; y)

for m
Using

>

7TI(mS,

1/2,

Zs = argmax ir(ms, z) + 8V(z + (1

-

r)ms)

-

x((1

r)m; y)]

rms)

x(rmS)

-

x(r(1

+ ag(ms)
72

(Ms

0

which holds by definition. (ii)

contradicting the definition

of a stable steady state.
Now consider an interior steady state ms V
{0, 1/2, 1 } and the associated steady state
promotionpolicy zs = rms. Since

-

rmj)

-

-

ms))
-

a((l

ms)

(ms)

msagu

-

-(1

-

ms) ag'(l

ms)

we have that

zG[O,r]

it must be that -r2(ms, rms) + 6V'(ms) = 0
whereverthis derivativeexists. To solve for V',
let z = (zI, z2, --), and define

aFOC,(m; 8)
ra(mp/(m)

~~~~V(m, z) = i(m,

-

r)m,

z2)

If ms is a steady state, then V'(ms)
dms)V(ms, Zs) where Z' = (rms, rms,

+

(dl
). By

the envelope theorem, we have that
0

d

V(ms, 's) =

(1 - m)(

-

M))

r) 8)2

(1-(1

z1)

+ 86 (Z + (1

dds

-

> (1

r)t6tirl

t=O

(ms, rms)

Consider m > 1/2. If ,u is globally SCV, then
zUB(m)p
iuB(m))nu(m).
t'(1 - m) > (r
> z*(im)
= rm implies that
Then zUB(M)
aFOCs(m)/a8 > 0. Conversely, if ,u is nowhere SCV, aFOCS(m)/a6 < 0. (iii) Observe
first that

aaa FOCs

(m; a) = ,(m)

-

-(l-m)

rB

+ 1-(1-r)

_I (msI rms)

1 - (1

-

r)8S

-

(mP(m)

- m),u'(1 - m))

Suppose that SCV holds nowhere. Observe that
Inserting this into the expression rm2(Ms, by Proposition 1 and optimality of the stable
promotion policy, SCV nowhere implies that
rms) + 8V'(m,) = 0 gives the result.
rmi > z UB(Ms). But then, the second term in
( alaa)FOCs(m; a) must be greater than (a/
PROOF OF PROPOSITION6:
am)7rUB(m), which in turn is positive by SCV
nowhere. For 6 small, recall that ms E SyUB
(i) Applying the implicit function theorem,
since by assumptionms is optimal,it suffices to
satisfies zUB(ms) - rms = 0. Consider ms 2:
check that
1/2. Then the diversity of yUB is increasing
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(decreasing)in a parameterif zUB(ms) - rm, is
decreasing (increasing) in that parameter.It is
straightforward to show thataz UBl3aa > 0. (iv)

In the linear case, we have
- FOC,(m; r)
ar
-(2m - l)yy
-

(1-

m),(

(1 a-(1 -r)
-

)2 (mA, (m)

m)).

By Proposition 2 and optimality of the stable
promotionpolicy, SCV everywhereimplies that
rmS < zUB(ms). But then, the second term in
(Qlar)FOCj(m; r) must be less than (llr)(al
Am) .UB(m), which in turnis negative by SCV
everywhere. For 8 small, we can consider
whether (ahar)(z uB- rms) < 0, which holds
if azUBlar < miS.
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